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Bristol City Council
Further Representation to the South Gloucestershire Core Strategy
Matter 13: Town Centres and Retail – Policy CS14
The following statement should be read in conjunction with Bristol City
Council’s representations to the December 2011 South Gloucestershire Post
Submission Changes.
Q. 1

Is the hierarchy and role of the various centres appropriately
defined in policy CS14?

1.1

Within Policy CS14 of the Core Strategy Proposed Changes Version of
December 2010, the table listing Town Centres and District Centres is
broadly appropriate. The commitment to new investment in main town
centre uses being directed into town and district centres, making
provision for 31,000 sq.m. net of new comparison floorspace in these
locations by 2021, fits comfortably with the NPPF (para. 23) which
requires that “Planning policies should be positive, promote competitive
town centre environments and set out policies for the management and
growth of centres over the plan period” ; also that “..local planning
authorities should recognise town centres as the heart of their
communities and pursue policies for the management and growth of
centres over the plan period.”

1.2

In a number of instances, the Centres listed in CS14 relate to locations
where further housing growth is planned - for example, at Yate,
Thornbury, Emersons Green and Patchway. This is entirely
appropriate. Some of the recent changes to the descriptions of the role
of centres, as set out in the Post-Submission Changes, have helpfully
acknowledged their potential to serve wider roles than were originally
envisaged.

1.3

Both the Pre-Submission Publication Draft of the Core Strategy (March
2010 and the Submitted Proposed Changes Version of the Core
Strategy (Dec. 2010) included references to a possible change of
strategy for The Mall within Policy CS14. This introduced an element of
uncertainty into an otherwise clear policy with a sound hierarchy of
centres. At Submission stage it was still not clear what form any
change of strategy might take and, ultimately, new proposals did not
emerge for a further year.

1.4

It is now clear that the initial, minor changes made to CS14 in 2010
heralded a proposal for substantial further growth at The Mall and, with
it, the prospect of a diversion of trade and investment away from
existing town centres to the out-of-centre Mall. They also represented a
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significant departure from the then current approach to The Mall
advocated in RPG10 and in the Proposed Changes RSS.
1.5

The recent Post Submission Changes to CS14, including growth of
35,000 sq.m net of floorspace at The Mall, now seem set to undermine
the ambitions for improvement or regeneration of South
Gloucestershire’s Town and District Centres. These centres are now
allocated a much reduced share of additional comparison floorspace 16,000 sq.m.net, instead of 31,000 sq.m. net. The combined effects of
more constrained growth in the Town and District Centres and the
major expansion proposed at The Mall appear to be wholly inconsistent
with the objective stated in the first paragraph of the Post Submission
Changes version of Policy CS14, ie to “…protect and enhance the
vitality and viability of existing centres in South Gloucestershire…”. It
must be expected that confidence in the prospects of these centres will
be damaged by these proposals, at a time when some are already
affected by the recession. The RTP report of April 2010 refers to
trading problems at Staple Hill, Hanham and parts of Kingswood.
(Examination Document EB32, PGS 10-12)

1.6

The allocation of 35,000 sq.m. net additional floorspace at The Mall, as
proposed in the Post Submission Changes to Policy CS14, creates the
potential to harmfully disrupt investment and growth in city, town and
district centres across a wide area.

1.7

It must be emphasised that the recent, fundamental changes to
SGC’s retail strategy– including radical changes to the retail hierarchy
and to the quantity of new floorspace proposed at The Mall - have not
been the product of collaborative working with adjacent Authorities.
There has been no invitation to participate in the preparation of studies
or policy development on a sub-regional basis, as would have been
expected where development was being considered which could have
impacts across the sub-region. This is inconsistent with NPPF
paragraph 157, third bullet point, which states that Local Plans should:
“be based on co-operation with neighbouring authorities, public,
voluntary and private sector organisations…”

1.8

The concerns regarding potentially harmful impacts arising from large
scale development at The Mall, which are held by the City Council, are
echoed in representations submitted by Bristol City Centre retailers
Bristol Alliance, and IRERE and by Local Authorities North Somerset,
Bath and North East Somerset and a partnership of Gloucestershire/
Cheltenham/Tewkesbury Councils. This illustrates the widespread and
shared disagreement with the proposals, which is the product of a
unilateral approach on the part of SGC.

1.9

The City Council believes that the approach to setting a hierarchy of
Town Centres set out in the December 2011 Post Submission
Changes is basically sound in respect of existing centres, but has
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been made unsound by virtue of the addition to Policy CS14 of the
Cribbs Causeway Area as an “Emergent Centre”. The implication is
that the scale of existing and proposed development at The Mall would
place it at the top of South Gloucestershire’s retail hierarchy, if
floorspace was taken to be the sole indicator of status.
Q.2.

Should The Mall/Cribbs Causeway be designated as a SubRegional Centre and what implications does this have for other
retail locations both locally and regionally?

2.1

The Mall/Cribbs Causeway should not be given any designation in the
retail hierarchy as it is not a centre in the accepted sense of the term
and is not at the heart of a community. Bristol City Centre provides the
main centre for the urban area of Greater Bristol. The designation of a
sub-regional centre or an emergent centre, are, in any case,
inconsistent with the NPPF, which refers only to city, town, district and
local centres. (NPPF Annex 2: Glossary – Town Centre). The role and
purpose of a sub-regional centre is not defined in South
Gloucestershire Council’s Post Submission Changes. It is not
demonstrated in what ways Cribbs Causeway acts as a sub-regional
centre, other than through its role as an existing out-of-centre shopping
area.

2.2

The potential impacts of such a designation and the policies which
would apply to it, on centres within South Gloucestershire, are noted in
paragraphs 1.5 and 1.6, above. BCC would also expect significant
adverse impacts on key town and district centres in Bristol, where
these have a strong comparison shopping role and, critically, on Bristol
City Centre. This is likely to result in significant adverse impact both to
vitality and viability and to planned public and private investment
envisaged within the Bristol Core Strategy and the emerging Central
Area Action Plan.

2.3

There has been a general failure in the Post Submission Changes to
take account of the wider planning context across the sub-region and
beyond. In particular, the position taken in the Post Submission
Changes fails to recognise the status of Core Strategy preparation by
adjoining Authorities, all of which have plans which are in more
advanced stages of preparation.

2.4

Bristol City Council and North Somerset Council both have very
recently adopted Core Strategies, setting out retail hierarchies and the
approach to retail development. Bath and North East Somerset Core
Strategy hearings are in progress. BCC has recently completed a
round of consultation on the Bristol Central Area Action Plan - web link:
http://www.bristol.gov.uk/page/bristol-central-area-action-plan
This includes proposals for several City Centre development sites
which are expected to include a retail content.
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2.5

It would be more appropriate for the South Gloucestershire Core
Strategy to be seeking to shape its own retail strategy to co-ordinate
with those of neighbouring LPAs, rather than promoting a policy
which would impact adversely on them. It is significant that the
neighbouring authorities’ core strategies are largely seeking to
consolidate or strengthen existing centres, consistent with
Government policy.

2.6

To summarise, BCC objects to the inclusion of Cribbs Causeway within
the formal retail hierarchy set out in the December 2011 version of
Policy CS14 because:
a)
There is no basis for its identification as a sub-regional centre
within South Gloucestershire’s retail hierarchy.
b)
The reference to 18,000 sq,m of new retail floorspace at Cribbs
Causeway “to meet the needs of communities in South
Gloucestershire” will result in a significant adverse impact on
surrounding areas and the evidence base to support the overall
forecast is flawed.
c)
The proposals for 17,000 sq.m. of additional comparison
floorspace “in recognition of the wider catchment that The Mall
serves” is not supported by the evidence base for this growth
and, in any event, relies on expenditure from other areas of the
West of England and beyond.

2.7

In addition to its concerns regarding growth at The Mall, BCC is
anxious that the status of the adjacent Cribbs Causeway Retail Park be
clarified in Policy CS14. The final paragraph of the December 2011
version of CS14 states that : “The Cribbs Causeway Retail Parks will
be treated as out-of-centre locations in the context of the
Cribbs/Patchway New Neighbourhood until the adoption of the
masterplan/SPD set out in Policy CS25.” This provides no clarity
regarding the future of this major part of the Cribbs/Patchway area and
potentially, opens up a prospect that it could be redeveloped to provide
substantial additional “high street” shopping, including a high proportion
of comparison floorspace. The Core Strategy should make clear that
the Cribbs Causeway Retail Parks will continue to be treated as having
out-of-centre status, consistent with NPPF.

2.8

Finally, it is noted that existing out-of-centre shopping facilities within
Bristol, such as Eastgate Centre, Imperial Park and Avonmeads Retail
Park are not identified as centres within the city’s retail hierarchy. This
reflects retail evidence gathered for the preparation of BCC’s Core
Strategy, paragraph 4.7.7 of which states that:
“Consistent with government policy, this policy seeks to promote the
vitality of centres. There are several large out of centre retail
developments in Bristol, some forming retail parks. The retail study did
not recommend that any of these should be identified as part of the
network of centres.”
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Q.3

Is the expansion of The Mall/Cribbs Causeway consistent with the
principles set out in the Planning Framework?

3.1

It is not possible to reconcile the expansion of The Mall/Cribbs
Causeway with any of the key principles in the NPPF, and particularly
the principle that town centres should be at the heart of communities.
Key concerns of the City Council are set out below.

3.2

Having regard to NPPF Para. 23:
a)
By drawing investment away from existing town centres, growth
at The Mall would frustrate policies for the management and
growth of other centres and harm their viability and vitality
b)
It would also distort and damage the hierarchy of centres
within South Gloucestershire, and beyond, and harm the
resilience of some centres to economic change.
c)
It would make some centres less competitive, with a likelihood
that their retail offer would become less diverse
d)
It fails to provide a basis for the positive planning of town
centres in decline. Indeed, in some cases, it threatens to
contribute to their decline

3.3

Having regard to NPPF Paras. 24 and 27:
a)
There has been no proper appraisal of the proposal to expand
The Mall against alternative strategies, which could be expected
to be more consistent with the sequential test.
b)
There are strong indications of significant adverse impacts on
existing, committed and planned investment within the
catchment area of an expanded Mall.
c)
The above factors, taken together, demonstrate that the
proposals for growth at The Mall (as set out in the PostSubmission Changes), if submitted as a planning application,
would fail to meet the tests of paragraph 27, and would therefore
be refused consent. It is unacceptable that such a proposal
could be adopted as the main plank of retail strategy within a
Core Strategy when it is fundamentally at odds with the national
policy framework and is demonstrably undeliverable.

Q.4.

Are the proposals for other retail provision clear, timely,
deliverable and consistent with the Planning Framework?

4.1

The other proposals for retail provision were clear, timely,
deliverable, and consistent with the Planning Framework, subject to
minor amendments, in the form set out in the March 2010 PreSubmission Publication Draft.

4.2

Setting aside the merits of growth at The Mall, subsequent changes
have blurred these proposals by introducing distinctions between
floorspace to “meet the needs of communities in South
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Gloucestershire” and other floorspace “in recognition of the wider
catchment that The Mall serves”. These distinctions are simplistic
and misleading.
4.3

The Bristol Core Strategy acknowledges the status of the Kingswood
shopping centre, which falls partially within Bristol, and of five other
centres within South Gloucestershire, which are located near to Bristol.

5.

Concluding Comments

5.1

The City Council requests that the Inspector consider a number of
amendments to Policy CS14, as set out in Appendix 1. These are
based on the Pre-Submission Publication Draft version (March
2010) published prior to the proposals for The Mall. It should be noted
that further consequential changes will be required to Policy CS26 and
to the related text to ensure consistency within the Core Strategy.
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APPENDIX 1
BCC PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO POLICY CS14
Track Changes applied to Policy CS14, Pre-Submission Publication Draft
March 2010

POLICY CS14 – TOWN CENTRES AND RETAIL
The Council will work with partner organisations and the local community to
protect and enhance the vitality and viability of existing and new centres in
South Gloucestershire:
CENTRES
Town Centres

ROLE & FUNCTION

Bradley Stoke

New town centre serving Bradley Stoke and other
communities in the North Fringe of Bristol
Town centre. Serves Emersons Green and rural
areas. Opportunity for expansion to serve new
housing
Larger high street shopping and service centre serving
Kingswood and the wider area of the East Fringe of
Bristol
Market town serving Thornbury and wide rural area
Major market town serving Yate and wide rural area.
Opportunity for growth to serve new housing.
Market town. Serves the local community and rural
area and is complementary to Yate
Provides high street shopping and service centre for
Downend area
Provides convenience shopping and services for
Filton area
Provides high street shopping and service centre for
Hanham area
Provides high street shopping and service centre for
Staple Hill Area

Emersons Green

Kingswood

Thornbury
Yate (including Station
Road)
Chipping Sodbury
Downend
Filton
Hanham
Staple Hill

District Centres
Patchway (new)

New centre to be developed by extending the existing
local centre to support Charlton Hayes development

Deleted: M

Deleted: convenience
Deleted: s

Deleted: convenience
Deleted: s
Deleted: convenience
Deleted: s
Deleted: Hanham

Local Centres and
Parades
49 Centres/Parades (listed
Provide local level services
in Table 3)
New investment in main town centre uses, consistent with the National Planning
Policy Framework, will be directed into the town and district centres, reflecting the
scale and function of these centres, and making provision for 31,000 sq.m. net of
new comparison floorspace by 2026. This provision will be identified in the Sites and
Policies Development Plan Document.
Development in local centres/parades will be primarily to meet local needs,, be of a
scale appropriate to the role and function of the centre/parade, and not harm the
vitality and viability of other centres.
This will be achieved by:
• Identifying in the Sites and Policies Development Plan Document centre
boundaries, primary shopping areas, shopping frontages, and development

Deleted: (as defined in
PPS4)
Deleted: consistent with
Deleted: including
Deleted:
Deleted: 1
Deleted: only
Deleted: where it would
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•
•
•
•
•

opportunities in accessible locations within and on the edge of centres;
Encouraging retail, commercial, leisure and cultural development within a
centre of an appropriate type and scale commensurate with its current or
future function;
Safeguarding the retail character and function of centres by resisting
developments that detract from their vitality and viability and protecting
against the loss of retail units;
Applying the sequential approach when considering proposals for new town
centre uses;
Requiring impact assessments for edge-of-centre and out-of-centre proposals
with a floorspace over 1,000 sq.m. gross, consistent with the requirements of
paragraph 26 of the National Planning Policy Framework
Encouraging convenient and accessible local shopping facilities to meet the
day to day needs of residents and contribute to social inclusion.

Shops and services, both in urban and rural areas, are also safeguarded from
loss under Policy CS13 and policies in the National Planning Policy Framework.

Deleted: .

Deleted: PPS4
Deleted: ¶

Development proposals at Cribbs Causeway and Longwell Green Retail Parks
will be treated as out-of-centre locations and will need to satisfy the sequential
test. New floorspace will not be supported outside of the existing Mall building at
Cribbs Causeway and any new floorspace internally will be limited to a total of no
more than 1,500 sq.m. net.
The future role of Abbey Wood Retail Park is being addressed under Policy
CS27.

Deleted: A future
development strategy for
Cribbs Causeway, including
The Mall, will be prepared in
line with Policy CS26. This
may include the creation, and
then designation, of a town
centre to serve the proposed
new communities. In the
interim new floorspace will not
be supported outside of the
existing Mall building and any
new floorspace internally will
be limited to a total of no more
than (1,500 sq.m. net).¶
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APPENDIX 2
BRISTOL CITY CENTRE AND OUT-OF-CENTRE RETAIL
DEVELOPMENTS

